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A classic record full of summer atmosphere", "catchy melodies with delicate popsoula classic

pop-production". 10 MP3 Songs POP: Beatles-pop, POP: British Pop Details: POPIUM: The Miniature

Mile - New US release from Listening Post Music - includes bonus tracks - Suits My Soul and Two Bonus

Videos Popium began as a supergroup in 1999 each member had previously played in other successful

bands such as Barbie Bones, Pogo Pops and Chocolate Overdose. The band has since released FOUR

albums in Norway and Scandinavia to tremendous reviews. Their last release is The Miniature Mile and it

bui;s on their previous work with a mixture of upbeat melodies and soft ballads, sometimes supplmented

by tasteful string arrangmenets. Their previous album, Camp (2004, Kong Tiki Records) has been

described as " a solid work of quality pop songwriting"," a classic record full of summer atmosphere",

"catchy melodies with delicate popsoula classic pop-production". Songs from previous Popium records

have been used in film and television in both Korea and Japan, and songs from "Camp" have received

airplay on Los Angeles alternative radio 103.1 FM. Singer/songwriter Frank Hammersland has long been

one of Norways most accomplished songwriters, drawing influence at an early age from the likes of Elvis

Costello and T-Rex. Popiums music shows traces of not only glamrock, but also classic sixties pop,

eighties rock and lately a smidgeon of Motown  check out "Sooner or Later" from the album Camp - it was

featured both in the movie and on the soundtrack of FEVER PITCH. Check out Popium;'s other cd's - Self

titled (Popium) Permanently High, and Camp. POPIUM: The Miniature Mile - New US release from

Listening Post Music - includes bonus tracks - Suits My Soul and Two Bonus Videos
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